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ABSTRACT
CMTM3 (CKLF-like MARVEL transmembrane domain containing 3) possesses
tumor suppressor properties in multiple types of malignancies. Restoration of CMTM3
significantly inhibits the metastasis of gastric cancer, and its expression level is
correlated with prognosis. However, the physiological effects and the mechanism
of CMTM3 remain unknown. Here, we suppress CMTM3 expression by shRNA to
explore its endogenous effects and its mechanism of action in gastric cancer. Stable
knockdown of CMTM3 promotes cell migration, invasion and tumor metastasis,
increases MMP2 expression and enhances MMP2 activity. CMTM3 inhibits EMT along
with the upregulation of E-cadherin and the downregulation of N-cadherin, Vimentin
and Twist1. It has no obvious effects on Zeb1 and Snail. CMTM3 suppresses the
phosphorylation of STAT3 but not Akt. More importantly, the EMT phenotype and cell
migration induced by CMTM3 knockdown can be reversed by the Jak2/STAT3 inhibitor
JSI-124 or by siRNA against STAT3 or Twist1. Overall, this study demonstrates that
knockdown of CMTM3 promotes the metastasis of gastric cancer through the STAT3/
Twist1/EMT pathway.

expression of matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)2, reduces
MMP2 activity and decreases the phosphorylation of
Erk1/2. The prognosis of gastric cancer patients whose
tumors express CMTM3 is better than those whose tumors
lack CMTM3 expression [12]. However, the physiological
effects and the mechanism of CMTM3 in the metastasis of
gastric cancer remain unknown.
Gastric cancer ranks as the third leading cause of
cancer mortality worldwide and is a leading cause of
cancer death in less developed countries [13]. Metastasis
is not only a sign of deterioration but is also a major
cause of treatment failure in patients with gastric cancer
[14]. EMT is a critical process in the metastatic cascade,
and it has been established as a key regulator in many
types of cancers including gastric cancer [15]. Recently,
the mechanisms of EMT were further elucidated. EMT
transcription factors Zeb1 [16, 17], Snail [17, 18] and
Twist1 [18, 20] are important players in the regulation of
EMT during cancer metastasis through different signaling
cascades, including the Akt [22, 22], Erk1/2 [22] and
signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3)

INTRODUCTION
CKLF-like MARVEL transmembrane domaincontaining family (CMTM) is a novel family of proteins
that links classical chemokines and the transmembrane-4
superfamily [1]. In humans, CMTM comprises nine genes,
which are Chemokine-like factor (CKLF) and CMTM1-8
[2]. CMTM family plays important roles in tumorigenesis.
CMTM3, 5, 7 and 8 exhibit tumor suppressive properties
in multiple types of malignancies, such as hepatocellular
carcinoma [3], oral squamous carcinoma [4], esophageal
squamous cell carcinoma [5], renal cell carcinoma [6],
cervical cancer [7], testicular cancer [8], prostate cancer
[9] and oral squamous cell carcinoma [10].
CMTM3 locates on 16q22.1, an important tumor
suppressor locus that is involved in multiple tumors.
CMTM3 expression is reduced or silenced by methylation
in gastric cancer cell lines and in primary gastric cancer
tissues [11, 12]. Restoration of CMTM3 significantly
suppresses the migration and invasion of gastric cancer
cells, inhibits tumor metastasis in vivo, downregulates the
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[23] signaling pathways. During EMT, the epithelialspecific junction protein, E-cadherin is downregulated
and mesenchymal proteins such as N-cadherin, Vimentin
and MMP-2 are upregulated [17, 24]. The metastasis of
gastric cancer may be restrained by the inhibition of EMT.
However, whether these signaling pathways influence the
metastasis of gastric cancer is largely unknown.
In this paper, we investigated the effects and the
mechanism of endogenous CMTM3 in human gastric
cancer cells using lentiviral short hairpin RNA (shRNA).
We found that knockdown of CMTM3 promoted cell
migration, invasion and tumor metastasis via the STAT3/
Twist1/EMT pathway, which will be helpful to understand
the pathogenesis of gastric cancer.

SGC-7901 (Figure 1E, upper) and GES-1 cells (Figure
1E, lower). To further explore the role of CMTM3 in
cell invasion, a Transwell assay was performed in SGC7901 cells with Matrigel pre-coated in the chamber. As
shown in Figure 1F, CMTM3-knockdown cells displayed
a markedly stronger invasive capacity compared with
the control cells. Overall, these results suggested that
knockdown of CMTM3 promotes cell migration and
invasion in vitro.
MMPs, especially MMP2, can degrade the
basement membrane and extracellular matrix to regulate
cell migration and invasion. Earlier studies have shown
that restoration of CMTM3 inhibits MMP2 expression
and suppresses its activities [12]. To further confirm
the mechanism of the accelerated cell invasion that was
observed after knockdown of CMTM3, MMP2 expression
was detected in SGC-7901 cells. It was observed that
sh391 and sh393 cells expressed more MMP2 than shN
cells (Figure 1G, 1H). A Gelatin Zymography assay
further indicated that MMP2 activity was significantly
enhanced by silencing CMTM3 (Figure 1).
We also examined cell proliferation after knockdown
of CMTM3. As illustrated in Supplementary Figure 1,
CMTM3 exerts no obvious impact on the proliferation
of gastric cancer cells both in anchorage-dependent and
independent conditions.

RESULTS
Knockdown of CMTM3 promotes cell migration
and invasion, upregulates MMP2 expression and
enhances MMP2 activity
Earlier studies have indicated that CMTM3 is
downregulated or silenced in gastric cancer cell lines and
in primary tumor tissues [12]. To study the physiologic
functions of CMTM3, we analyzed and compared its
expression in GES-1 cells, an immortalized gastric
epithelial cell line with AGS cells, SGC-7901 cells and
normal gastric mucosal tissues at the mRNA level by
real-time PCR. As shown in Figure 1A, the expression
level of CMTM3 in GES-1 cells was slightly lower than
that in SGC-7901 cells, but was much higher than that
in AGS cells. Thus, the SGC-7901 and GES-1 cell lines
were chosen to study the endogenous role of CMTM3.
To specifically and stably knock down the expression of
CMTM3, six different nucleotide sequences were designed
for shRNAs. The knockdown efficiency of CMTM3 was
detected by real-time PCR in SGC-7901 cells (Figure
1B). Almost all shRNAs blocked CMTM3 expression
compared with shN. Notably, the knockdown efficiency
of sh391 and sh393 was better than the others (typically
more than 80%). We further confirmed the knockdown
efficiency at the protein level in SGC-7901 cells (Figure
1C, left) and GES-1 cells (Figure 1C, right).
Previous data have shown that restoration of
CMTM3 significantly attenuates migration and the
invasiveness of gastric cancer cells [12]. To examine
the effects of endogenous CMTM3 on cell migration, a
wound-healing assay was performed in both SGC-7901
(Figure 1D, upper) and GES-1 (Figure 1D, lower) cells
after knockdown of CMTM3. We observed that the wound
edge of the CMTM3-knockdown cells was markedly
closer than that of the shN cells. The results of Transwell
assays revealed a significant increase in migration of
sh391 and sh393 cells compared with shN cells in both
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Knockdown of CMTM3 promotes peritoneal
metastasis of gastric cancer in vivo
In vitro experiments have demonstrated that
silencing CMTM3 promoted cell migration and invasion.
To further confirm the effects of CMTM3 on tumor
metastasis, an animal model of peritoneal metastasis was
established by the intraperitoneal injection of SGC-7901shN or SGC-7901-sh393 cells into mice. As shown in
Figure 2A, a fluorescence signal could be detected after
two weeks in the sh393 group, while no fluorescence
signal was detected in the control shN group. Although
fluorescence was eventually detected in the shN mice,
the fluorescence intensity was far weaker than that in
the sh393 mice. The quantified fluorescence intensity
was represented by bar graphs as shown in Figure 2B.
The body weight of the mice was monitored every four
days from the time of injection. The changes revealed
that knockdown of CMTM3 promoted metastasis, which
further caused a decrease in the body weight of the mice
(Figure 2C). All mice were sacrificed 4 weeks after
injection. As shown in Figure 2D, a higher number of
metastatic nodules were found in the peritoneal cavity of
the sh393 group compared with the shN group. Combined
with the in vitro findings, we conclude that the knockdown
of CMTM3 promotes cell migration, invasion and
metastasis of gastric cancer cells.
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Figure 1: Knockdown of CMTM3 promotes cell migration and invasion. A. expression of CMTM3 in the gastric mucosa

(N tissues), SGC-7901, GES-1 and AGS cells was detected by real-time PCR. B. SGC-7901 cells were infected with six CMTM3
shRNAs, which are named according to the last three cloning item numbers: sh061, 062, 063, 391, 392, 393. The expression of
CMTM3 was analyzed by real-time PCR. C. SGC-7901 (left) and GES-1 (right) cells were infected with the lentivirus supernatants:
shN, sh391 or sh393, and CMTM3 expression was analyzed by western blot. The average relative gray density is shown under each
blot. D. wound-healing assay in shN, sh391 and sh393 of SGC-7901 (upper) and GES-1 (lower) cells; photographs were obtained at
the indicated time points after the scratch was generated (100 × magnification). E. Transwell assay of shN, sh391 and sh393 of SGC7901 cells (upper) and GES-1 cells (lower); the cells were fixed and stained with crystal violet after 12 h (SGC-7901) or 24 h (GES-1)
of incubation and photographs were obtained (100 × magnification). F. Transwell assay to assess the invasion of shN, sh391 and sh393
of SGC-7901 cells; cell numbers were counted and photographs were obtained after 48 h of incubation (100 × magnification). G. the
expression of MMP2 was detected by real-time PCR in shN, sh391 and sh393 of SGC-7901 cells. H. the expression of MMP2 was
detected by western blot in shN, sh391 and sh393 of SGC-7901 cells. The average relative gray density is shown under each blot. I.
MMP2 activity was observed by Gelatin Zymography assay in shN, sh391 and sh393 of SGC-7901 cells. Data are presented as the
mean±s.d (**P<0.01, ***P<0.001).
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Twist1 is involved in CMTM3-suppressed EMT
in gastric cancer

E-cadherin but decreased the expression of N-cadherin and
Vimentin. Among the EMT-related transcription factors,
the expression of Zeb1 and Snail was not obviously
affected. However, Twist1 expression was significantly
downregulated. Further, we confirmed the effects of
CMTM3 on EMT in CMTM3-knockdown SGC-7901 cells
(Figure 3C) and GES-1 cells (Figure 3D). The expression
of E-cadherin was downregulated whereas the expression
of N-cadherin, Vimentin and Twist1 was upregulated, but
no obvious differences were observed in the expression of
Zeb1 and Snail.
Then, the expression of EMT markers was analyzed
in tumor samples from in vivo peritoneal metastases model
by western blot (Figure 3E) and IHC staining (Figure 3F).

Overexpression of CMTM3 in SGC-7901 and
AGS cells inhibits cell migration and invasion [12], but
the mechanism remains to be studied. In the current
study, we further demonstrated that silencing CMTM3
promoted cell migration and invasion. Next, we aimed
to investigate the effects of CMTM3 on EMT, which is
important in the initiation and promotion of cell migratory
and invasive properties [14]. First, the expression of
EMT markers was analyzed in CMTM3 restored SGC7901 cells and AGS cells. As shown in Figure 3A and 3B,
overexpression of CMTM3 increased the expression of

Figure 2: Silencing CMTM3 promotes tumor metastasis in vivo. A total of 4×106 cells (SGC-7901-shN or SGC-7901-sh393,

n=8 per group) was injected into the abdominal cavity of each mouse on Day 0. A. fluorescence visualization of tumors from representative
mice from each group was detected by an IVIS Spectrum Imaging System. B. fluorescence intensity was quantified and shown by the bar
graphs. C. the changes in body weight were monitored every four days after injection. D. images of the peritoneal cavity were obtained after
the mice were sacrificed. Arrows indicate the disseminated tumor nodules. Disseminated nodules larger than or equal to 1 mm in diameter
were counted and were shown in the bar graphs. Data are presented as the mean±s.d (*P<0.05 **P<0.01).
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget
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Figure 3: Twist1 plays a vital role in the inhibition of EMT by CMTM3. A. expression of the EMT markers E-cadherin,

N-cadherin, Vimentin, Zeb1, Snail and Twist1 was analyzed in CMTM3-restored SGC-7901 cells (MOI: 100). B. expression of EMT
markers was analyzed in CMTM3-restored AGS cells (MOI: 100). C. expression of EMT markers was examined in shN and sh393 of SGC7901 cells. D. expression of EMT markers was examined in shN and sh393 of GES-1 cells. E. expression of EMT markers was analyzed
in tumors from mouse model of peritoneal metastasis (4 mice were randomly selected from the 8 mice in each group) by western blot. F.
representative IHC staining for the EMT markers E-cadherin, N-cadherin, Vimentin, and Twist1 (top, shN group; bottom, sh393 group, 200
× magnification) was performed. The average relative gray density is shown under each blot (A-E).
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The expression of E-cadherin was clearly downregulated,
while the expression of N-cadherin, Vimentin and Twist1
was upregulated. Together, these changes suggested that
Twist1 is a crucial transcription factor in the inhibition of
EMT by CMTM3.

conclude that silencing CMTM3 promotes cell migration
in a STAT3-dependent manner.

Knockdown of CMTM3 induces gastric cancer
cell migration via the STAT3/Twist1/EMT
pathway

Knockdown of CMTM3 promotes cell migration
in a STAT3-dependent manner

It has been reported that STAT3 plays important
roles in the regulation of cell migration as well as in the
initiation and resolution of EMT [18, 26]. The above data
indicated that the Jak2/STAT3 inhibitor could abolish
the cell migration induced by CMTM3 knockdown.
To clarify the role of STAT3, siRNAs were utilized in
CMTM3-knockdown cells. The transfection efficiency
of the positive control siFAM was approximately 98.6%
as measured by flow cytometry. We silenced STAT3 by
siRNA and assessed the expression of the transcription
factor Twist1 and other three EMT markers in SGC7901-sh393 and SGC-7901-shN cells. As exhibited in
Figure 5A, knockdown of STAT3 led to the upregulation
of E-cadherin expression and the downregulation of
N-cadherin, Vimentin and Twist1 expression. Silence of
STAT3 also clearly attenuated the migration of sh393-siSTAT-2# cells compared with sh393-Scr cells (3.4-fold)
(Figure 5B). These results further confirmed that the
cell migration-promoting effects after the knockdown of
CMTM3 are dependent on the STAT3 signaling pathway.
Figure 3 showed that among the EMT transcription
factors Zeb1, Snail and Twist1, only Twist1 expression
was affected by CMTM3. Twist1 is one of the core
EMT-promoting proteins and is a downstream target of
the STAT3 signaling pathway, which is responsible for
metastasis of different tumors [19, 20, 27, 28]. Moreover,
Cheng GZ et al. found that STAT3 could bind to the
Twist1 promoter and activate its transcription [29]. To
explore the roles of Twist1 in CMTM3-knockdowninduced metastasis and EMT, Twist siRNAs were used.
Cells treated with Twist1 siRNAs showed higher levels
of E-cadherin and lower levels of N-cadherin compared
with control Scr cells (Figure 5C). Silence of Twist1 also
reduced the migratory ability promoted by knockdown of
CMTM3 in these cells. The number of migrated sh393-siTwist1-1# cells was obviously less than that of the sh393Scr cells (approximately 5.5-fold) (Figure 5D). These
changes revealed that silence of Twist1 could reverse
CMTM3-knockdown-induced EMT. Taken together,
knockdown of CMTM3 promoted cell migration though
the STAT3/Twist1/EMT pathway in gastric cancer.

To elucidate the mechanisms that underlie the
inhibition of tumor metastasis and EMT by CMTM3,
the Akt, Erk1/2 and STAT3 signaling pathways, which
play important roles in cell migration, tumor metastasis
and EMT, were analyzed. The levels of total and
phosphorylated Akt (Ser473) and STAT3 (Tyr705) were
detected in CMTM3 overexpressed SGC-7901 (Figure
4A) and AGS cells (Figure 4B), and phosphorylated Akt
(Ser473), Erk1/2 (Thr202/Tyr204) and STAT3 (Tyr705)
were detected in knockdown SGC-7901 (Figure 4C)
and GES-1 cells (Figure 4D). No significant difference
was observed in the level of p-Akt in these cells, but
p-Erk1/2 was increased in CMTM3 knockdown cells,
which was in accordance with our overexpression results
[12]. Moreover, p-STAT3 was significantly decreased in
CMTM3 restored SGC-7901 and AGS cells, and increased
in CMTM3 knockdown SGC-7901 and GES-1 cells. It has
been well studied that p- Janus-activated kinase 2 (Jak2)
could activate STAT3, and the Jak2/STAT3 signaling
pathway is involved in the development of cancers and
EMT [25]. Thus, we detected the effect of CMTM3 on
p-Jak2 and found that p-Jak2 was obviously decreased
in CMTM3 restored cells and increased in CMTM3
knockdown cells (Figure 4A-4D). Further, we confirmed
the status of p-Akt, p-Erk1/2 and p-STAT3 in tumors from
the peritoneal metastases mouse model by IHC. Similarly,
no significant differences in p-Akt were found between the
two groups, while higher levels of p-Erk1/2 and p-STAT3
were observed in sh393 mice (Figure 4E). To explore
the roles of the Erk1/2 and STAT3 signaling pathways in
cell migration after knockdown of CMTM3, the Erk1/2
inhibitor U0126 (10 μM) or the Jak2/STAT3 inhibitor JSI124 (0.1 μM) was applied. The levels of p-Erk1/2 (Thr202/
Tyr204) (Figure 4F) and p-STAT3 (Tyr705) (Figure 4G)
were dramatically reduced by their respective inhibitors.
According to the wound healing assay, treatment with
the Erk1/2 inhibitor U0126 did not abrogate the tumorpromoting properties induced by knockdown of CMTM3
(Figure 4H). Transwell assay revealed that although
U0126 could attenuate cell migration in both shN and
sh393 cells, it did not reverse the cell migration promoted
by silence of CMTM3 (Figure 4I). However, treatment
with the Jak2/STAT3 inhibitor JSI-124 completely
inhibited the migration of SGC-7901 cells promoted by
knockdown of CMTM3 in both the wound healing assay
(Figure 4J) and the Transwell assay (Figure 4K). Thus, we
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DISCUSSION
Our previous study showed that CMTM3 is silenced
or downregulated in gastric cancer cell lines and in
primary gastric cancer tissues. Restoration of CMTM3
inhibits the migration and metastasis of gastric cancer
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Figure 4: The STAT3 signaling pathway plays a crucial role in promoting migration of CMTM3-knockdown SGC7901 cells. A-B. the phosphorylated and total Akt, STAT3 and Jak2 were analyzed in CMTM3 restored cells by western blot. C-D. the

phosphorylated and total Akt, Erk1/2, STAT3 and Jak2 were analyzed in CMTM3 knockdown cells by western blot. E. representative IHC
staining for p-Akt, p-Erk1/2 and p-STAT3 in tumors from mouse model of peritoneal metastasis (top, shN group; bottom, sh393 group, 200
× magnification) was performed. F. shN- and sh393-SGC-7901 cells were treated with the Erk1/2 inhibitor U0126 (10 μM) for 12 hours,
and the level of p-Erk1/2 was analyzed by western blot. G. shN- and sh393-SGC-7901 cells were treated with the Jak2/STAT3 inhibitor JSI124 (0.1 μM) for 24 hours, and the level of p-STAT3 was analyzed by western blot. H. wound-healing assay in shN and sh393 of SGC-7901
cells in the presence or absence of U0126 (10 μM); photographs were obtained at the indicated time points after the scratch was generated
(100 × magnification). I. A Transwell assay of SGC-7901 cells in the presence or absence of U0126 (10 μM); photographs were obtained
after 12 hours of incubation (100 × magnification). J. wound-healing assay in shN and sh393 of SGC-7901 cells in the presence or absence
of JSI-124 (0.1 μM); photographs were obtained at the indicated time points after the scratch was generated (100 × magnification). K. A
Transwell assay of SGC-7901 cells in the presence or absence of JSI-124 (0.1 μM); photographs were obtained after 12 hours of incubation
(100 × magnification). Data are presented as the mean±s.d (*P<0.05 **P<0.01).
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget
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cells in vitro and in vivo [12]. Through a shRNA approach,
we now focus on the tumor-suppressive contribution of
endogenous CMTM3 and its mechanism. We found that
knockdown of CMTM3 promotes metastasis and induces
EMT via the STAT3/Twist1/EMT pathway.
In addition to STAT3, we also determined the role
of CMTM3 in the Akt signaling pathway and verified the
changes of Erk1/2 in the CMTM3 knockdown system.
Knockdown of CMTM3 has no obvious effects on the
phosphorylation of Akt, but causes a slight increase in
the level of p-Erk1/2. Then, we analyzed the roles of the
Erk1/2 signaling pathways in cell migration. The results
showed that silence of Erk1/2 could not reverse the cell
migration and EMT induced by knockdown of CMTM3.
Considering that the Erk1/2 pathway plays critical roles in
numerous cellular processes, including cell differentiation,
proliferation and apoptosis in gastric cancer [30-32], we
speculate that activated p-Erk1/2 in CMTM3-knockdown
cells may influence other aspects of tumor progression
in gastric cancer cells. Elevated expression of the EMTinducing transcription factors Zeb1, Snail and Twist1

can promote EMT in multiple cancer types. Activated
STAT3 can directly bind to the promoter of Snail [33]
or Twist1 [29] to induce EMT in cancer cells. Moreover,
Snail and Twist1 are overexpressed in gastric carcinoma
[34]. Our results showed that out of these proteins, only
Twist1 is involved in the CMTM3-suppressed EMT
phenotype in gastric cancer cells. In summary, our
findings demonstrated that CMTM3-knockdown-induced
EMT is dependent on the activation of STAT3 and on the
expression of Twist1.
EMT is a dynamic process that is triggered by
cytokines, such as transforming growth factor-β and
interleukin 6 (IL-6) [35, 36]. IL-6 is an activator of
Jak2/STAT3 signaling pathway which is involved in the
development of cancers and EMT [37, 38]. We found that
CMTM3 significantly reduced p-Jak2 and p-STAT3. Thus,
we further assessed the IL-6-induced Jak2 and STAT3
activation in CMTM3 restored and knockdown SGC-7901
cells. As illustrated in Supplementary Figure 2A, CMTM3
restored cells showed a reduced activation of Jak2/STAT3
after stimulation with IL-6. While CMTM3 knockdown

Figure 5: CMTM3-knockdown-induced cell migration is dependent on the STAT3/Twist1/EMT pathway. A. SGC-7901-

shN and SGC-7901-sh393 cells were transfected with control siRNA (Scr), si-STAT3-1# or 2# (S-1# or S-2#). The expression of STAT3 and
EMT markers was analyzed by western blot. B. A Transwell assay was performed in SGC-7901-shN and SGC-7901-sh393 cells that were
transfected with control siRNA (Scr) or with si-STAT3-2#. Photographs were obtained after 24 hours of incubation (100 × magnification).
C. SGC-7901-shN and SGC-7901-sh393 cells were transfected with control siRNA (Scr) or with si-Twist1-1# or 2#. (T-1# or T-2#). The
Twist1 and EMT markers were analyzed by western blot. D. A Transwell assay was performed in SGC-7901-shN and SGC-7901-sh393
cells that were transfected with Scr or with si-Twist-1#. Photographs were obtained after 24 hours of incubation (100 × magnification). The
average relative gray density is shown under each blot (A, C). Data are presented as the mean±s.d (***P<0.001).
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget
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cells promoted the activation of Jak2/STAT3 after IL-6
treatment (Figure 2B). Together, these observations
indicate that CMTM3 regulates IL-6 induced Jak2 and
STAT3 phosphorylation.
Besides IL-6, epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) could also activate the Jak2/STAT3 signaling
pathway [39, 40]. Moreover, there is accumulating
evidences that EMT may be triggered by growth factors
such as epidermal growth factor, hepatocyte growth factor
and platelet-derived growth factor [41-43]. Receptors of
growth factors such as tyrosine kinase receptors (RTKs)
play critical roles in the progression of gastric cancer [4546]. Higher expression levels of RTKs were detected in
gastric cancer tissues compared with normal tissues, and
some RTKs (e.g., EGFR, HER2, c-MET and vascular
endothelial growth factor receptor) have been known to
induce invasion, metastasis and EMT in gastric cancer
[47, 48]. It has been reported that some CMTM family
members, such as CMTM7 [5] and CMTM8 [3] exert
their roles in human cancers by influencing RTK and
RTK-related signaling pathways. It is therefore necessary
to further determine other upstream activators of the
STAT3/Twist1/EMT pathway in the CMTM3-knockdown
system and to investigate the function of CMTM3 on the
expression, stabilization, internalization and degradation
of RTKs in gastric cancer cells.
CMTM proteins have a conserved MARVEL (MAL
Related proteins for Vesicle trafficking and membrane
Link) domain [11]. Besides the CMTM family, MARVELrelated proteins include multiple protein families, such as
Myelin and Lymphocyte, Physin, Claudin and Occludin
[49]. Recent evidence supports that MARVEL-related
proteins are closely associated with the progression
of EMT. Claudin-1 and -7, tricellulin and marvelD3
are involved in EMT in pancreatic cancer cells [50].
Knockdown of CMTM8, another CMTM family member,
induces EMT progression in hepatocyte carcinoma cells
[3]. In this study, the inhibitory effects of CMTM3 on
EMT in gastric cancer may extend our understanding of
the function of the CMTM family and MARVEL-related
proteins on EMT during carcinogenesis.
It has been reported that CMTM3 plays crucial roles
as a tumor suppressor in other human cancers. In prostate
cancer cells, CMTM3 expression is decreased by IL-30
(134-fold), which has been shown to have pro-tumor
activities [9]. CMTM3 suppresses the proliferation, and
migratory capacity of testicular cancer cells [8]. CMTM3
is also downregulated in 84% of renal cell carcinoma
(63/75); Restoration of CMTM3 in a renal cell carcinoma
cell line inhibits cell proliferation and migration [6];
CMTM3 expression is significantly reduced in OSCC cell
lines and primary tumor specimens. CMTM3 inhibits cell
growth and migration and predicts favorable survival in
oral squamous cell carcinoma [10]. However, Sabit Delic
et al. has proposed an opposite function for CMTM3. They
found that CMTM3 is upregulated in glioblastoma tissues
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

compared with non-neoplastic brain tissues and that
knockdown of CMTM3 by siRNA reduces cell invasion
[51]. According to the present studies, it seems that the
expression profile and function of CMTM3 are tissuespecific. Moreover, it has been reported that mutations in
tumors suppressor genes (TSGs) such as p16 and p53 may
result in the loss of tumor-suppressor functions and the
acquisition of oncogenic characteristics in multiple cancer
types [52-55]. Therefore, it is necessary to verify whether
CMTM3 is mutated in glioblastoma.
Our previous results showed that CMTM3
expression is strongly associated with gender, tumor
depth, stage, and histological grade in 350 gastric cancer
samples. The prognosis of patients with gastric cancer
is better in those whose tumors express CMTM3 [12].
Based on the findings of the current study, it is necessary
to analyze the relationship among CMTM3, p-STAT3,
Twist1 expression and metastasis in gastric cancer. In
summary, our data demonstrate that CMTM3 suppresses
gastric cancer metastasis via the STAT3/Twist1/EMT
pathway, which will be helpful in our understanding of
the pathogenesis of gastric cancer and provide novel clues
for the early diagnosis of metastasis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines and reagents
The human gastric cancer cell line SGC-7901 was
obtained from the Cell Research Institute (Shanghai,
China), AGS cells were obtained from ATCC (Manassas,
VA, USA), and GES-1 was kindly provided by the Beijing
Cancer Hospital. All of these cell lines were cultured in
RPMI-1640 medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA)
supplemented with 10% characterized fetal bovine
serum (FBS) (HyClone, Logan, UT, USA), 10 units/mL
penicillin and 10 mg/mL streptomycin. HEK293T cells
were kindly provided by T. Matsuda (Japan) and were
cultured in DMEM with 10% FBS, 10 units/mL penicillin
and 10 mg/mL streptomycin. All cells were maintained
in humidified incubators at 37°C and 5% CO2. The
Erk1/2 inhibitor U0126 (CST, MA, USA) and the Jak2/
STAT3 inhibitor JSI-124 (Cayman, USA) were purchased
commercially.

Western blot and antibodies
Western blotting was performed as previously
described [11]. Antibodies to MMP2, Erk1/2 and
phosphor-Erk1/2 (Thr202/Tyr204), Akt (pan) and
phosphor-Akt (Ser473), STAT3 and phosphor-STAT3
(Tyr705), Jak2 and phosphor-Jak2 (Y1007/1008),
N-cadherin, Vimentin, Snail (CST, MA, USA), E-cadherin
(BD, USA), Twist1 (SAB, USA), Zeb1 (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology) and Ki67 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK)
29515
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Cell proliferation assay

were purchased commercially. The rabbit anti-CMTM3
antibody was prepared and purified in our laboratory [12].

Cell proliferation was measured by a Cell
Counting Kit-8 (CCK8) detection kit (Dojindo Molecular
Technologies, Japan). The cells were seeded at a
concentration of 2000 cells per well in a 96-well plate.
At the indicated time points, 10 μL CCK-8 solution was
added to each well followed by an incubation at 37°C
for 100 min. Absorbance values of all wells were then
determined at 450 nm.

Real-time PCR
Real-time PCR was performed as previously
described [12].

Adenovirus construction and cell infection
The construction, generation, purification and
infection of the ad5-null (vector-containing adenovirus,
defined as Mock) and ad5-CMTM3 vectors were
performed as previously described [12].

Plate colony formation assay
The cells were seeded into a 6-well plate at a density
of 400 cells per well with 400 ng/mL puromycin. The
selective medium was replaced every 4 days. After 10
days, the cell colonies were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde/
PBS and stained with 2% crystal violet. The colonies (≥50
cells per colony) were counted and imaged under a light
microscope.

Lentivirus transduction
The pGIPZ-lentiviral shRNAmir vectors that target
human CMTM3 and the nonsilencing pGIPZ control
vector (shN) were synthesized by Open Biosystems
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). They each contain a
Turbo green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter and
express a puromycin-resistant gene. The lentiviruses were
packaged via the co-transduction of HEK293T cells with
the lentiviral vector plasmid containing shRNAmir and
the packaging plasmids psPAX2 and pLP/VSVG using
Vigofect transfection reagent (Vigorous Biotechnology,
China). Sixty hours after transfection, the supernatants that
contained the lentivirus were collected. The target cells
SGC-7901 and GES-1 were infected with the collected
supernatants according to the manufacturer's protocol. A
total of 400 ng/mL or 600 ng/mL of puromycin (Cellgro,
USA) was added to the medium of SGC-7901 and GES1 cells respectively to select the transfected cells. For a
higher knockdown efficiency, the highest GFP-expressing
cells were selected and obtained by cell sorting.

Soft-agar colony formation assay
The cells were seeded into a 12-well plate at a
density of 500 cells per well and were suspended in RPMI1640 with 0.3% agar and 10% FBS. The cells were layered
in RPMI-1640 with 0.6% agar, 10% FBS and 400 ng/mL
puromycin. After 2 weeks, the colonies were counted and
imaged under a light microscope.

Wound-healing assay
Cells were seeded in a 6-well plate and grown to
80% confluence. A wound was scrapped with a sterilized
pipette tip in the middle of the cell monolayer carefully.
Photomicrographs were taken 48 hours after scrapping. The
wound width in the microscopic pictures were measured by
ImageJ software version 1.37 (National Institutes of Health,
USA) at different time points. The percentage of wound
healing was calculated from the initial wound width at 0 h.

siRNA transfection
To knock down endogenous STAT3 and Twist1,
the following target sequences were constructed in a
small interfering RNA (siRNA) vector: si-STAT3-1#,
5′-GCAAGAUUCAGACCCUCAATT-3′, si-STAT3-2#,
5′-CCAACAAUCCCAAGAAUGUTT-3′; si-Twist1-1#:
5′-GCAAGAUUCAGACCCUCAATT-3′, si-Twist1-2#:
5′-GGAGUCCGCAGUCUUACGATT-3′. A scrambled
siRNA (Scr) sequence was used as a negative control:
5′-UUCUCCGAACGUGUCACGUTT-3′. All these
siRNAs and the positive control siRNA FAM were
purchased commercially (Gene Pharma Inc., Shanghai,
China). Cells were transfected with siRNA 24 hours later
at a final concentration of 50 nM by Lipofectamine 3000
transfection reagent (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA)
for further experiments. The suppression efficiency of siSTAT3 or si-Twist1 was analyzed by western blot at 48 or
72 hours, respectively.

www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

Cell migration and invasion assay
Cell migration and invasion were analyzed in
Transwell chambers (8-μm pore size, BD Biosciences, NJ,
USA). The cells were cultured in serum-free RPMI-1640
medium overnight before the initiation of the experiments.
The following day, 1×105 (for the invasion assay) or
5×104 (for the migration assay) cells in 0.25 mL serumfree RPMI-1640 medium were seeded into the upper
chamber, which was pre-coated with (for the invasion
assay) or without (for the migration assay) Matrigel. 0.5
mL RPMI-1640 with 10% FBS was added to the lower
chamber. After incubation at 37°C, the chambers were
disassembled, and the membranes were fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde/PBS for 10 min and stained with 2%
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Gelatin zymography
Cells were incubated for 16 hours in serum-free
medium. The supernatants were collected for Gelatin
Zymography. 0.1% gelatin was used as a substrate.
Following electrophoresis, the gels were washed with the
renaturing buffer (2.5% Triton X-100) and then incubated
for 24 hours at 37°C in the developing buffer (10 mM
CaCl2, 15 mM NaCl, 2 mM NaN3 and 50 mM Tris-HCl,
pH 7.5). The gels were stained with Coomassie Blue for
1 hour and destained at an appropriate time. Odyssey
Infrared Imager (LI-COR Bioscience) was used to scan
the gels.
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Animal model of peritoneal metastasis
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